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SYSPRO hammers down Warehouse costs for Select Hardware

Select Hardware supplies hardware products 
to a wide range of customers, including major 

Woodies in Ireland, independent traders and 
buying groups like BHF-BSSA (the independent 

Part of the North American Shepherd Hardware 
Group, Select Hardware began trading in 1995 
as an entrepreneurial business in the UK  that 
literally sold Shepherd Hardware products from 
the back of a car! 

warehouse in Rowley Regis (Birmingham), stocks over 4,500 
stock-keeping units (SKUs), acquired three independent 
businesses – Map Hardware, Basic Hardware, and 
Headbourne and has a team of 30 people. The company 
shares a dedicated sourcing and manufacturing facility in 
China which supplies prepackaged products to the whole of 
the Shepherd Hardware Group.

“He was won over by the way SYSPRO 
would handle Select Hardware’s rela-

as well as provide the power of a fully 
featured and integrated ERP system.“

At a glance

Company
Select Hardware

Industry sector
 

• Hardware products

SIC Code

equipment and supplies

Number of employees
30+

The challenge
• 
• Manual MRP
•  

• SYSPRO Financials
• Material Requirements Planning (MRP)
• 
• 
• SYSPRO Report Writer
• Work in Progress
• 

• Stock overhead reduced by 25%
• Improved visibility of products  
• Automated Processes
• Reduced warehouse costs
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planning (ERP) system from Manchester-based K3 Business 
Technology Group, much of Select Hardware’s warehousing 

(material requirements planning). This required reports to be 

needed replenishing.

New thinking 

a system that would give Select Hardware the ability to 

Steve Killworth, who had recently joined the Select Hardware 

another Shepherd Hardware Group company, so he knew 
what to look for in a system. He was won over by the way 

as well as provide the power of a fully featured and integrated 
ERP system.

“SYSPRO is a fully featured and integrated system, but 
you don’t have to jump right in and use every single 

the need for a dedicated warehouse management 

stock, so a full-blown WMS is overkill. From a user 
interface point of view, as well as the way it processed 

planning),” says Killworth.

“SYSPRO is a fully featured and inte-
grated system, but you don’t have 
to jump right in and use every single 

features as we need them.“
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very basic and, therefore, SYSPRO was a leap forward for 

our stock system was archaic. We had to book pallets onto 

for sales and stock turns. Gaining all of this plus the ability to 

Select Hardware,” he adds.

Reducing stock and inventory costs 

allowed Select Hardware to make a major dent in its stock 
holdings! The company has been able to reduce its stock 
overhead by a quarter through improved visibility of products. 

“The system tells us what we have in stock, where it is and 

lower our stock overhead and this saves us a lot of money – 

faster moving lines as we can order based on our MRP,” says 
Killworth.

 
With a large range of products running into the 
hundreds of thousands of individual items, keeping 
track of stock is a necessity. Select Hardware’s original 

manual process. This has been eliminated with the 

scanners.

“Perpetual stock take is a big thing for us. Our old 
yearly procedure would require us to shut down 
virtually for a week. We would then discover 

planning approach was very basic 
and, therefore, SYSPRO was a leap 
forward for us. How we managed 
without it is a puzzle..”
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we run a weekly stock take and every discrepancy is picked up 

says Killworth.

 
“When we brought in SYSPRO we wanted it to automate and 
replicate our standard procedures. The system allows this 

It has also allowed us to automate the vast majority of our 
orders via wireless mobile computers equipped with scanners 
or EDI. Sixty to 70 per cent of orders come by the hand helds 
used by our sales force or by customers. All they do is scan 
the items on the shelf and enter the number they require. The 

“EDI is used for some of our larger customers such as 

directly into the system. Only 10 per cent of orders come via 

Future plans 
With bar code scanners already in use for goods in and 
replenishing pick slots; the plan is to introduce bar 

from overseas have to monitor their landed costs. 
SYSPRO will allow Select Hardware to streamline the 

within the Group. This is something we are intending 
to do over the next 12 months. We are also keen 
to automate our landed cost tracking. We currently 
do this outside of the system, but SYSPRO provides 

implement batch traceability with SYSPRO. All of these 

our system – that is the beauty of SYSPRO; there is 
always something more you can do with it,” concludes 
Killworth.

-

us the ability to interrogate and drill 

for sales and stock turns. Gaining all 

and stock with bar code scanners was 

Hardware,” he adds.
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